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About This Content

This pack brings you three new lords that you can choose as starting perks for your Great Mage. Each lord comes with unique
stats and abilities.

Lords included in this pack:

"Nicolas Frost, the Head Mage of the Temple of Cold and the former Great Mage is offering his services.

In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""Cold Wanderer"" faction perk for your
Great Mage."

"Leya Inverse-Gabriev, the Magical Genius. She is a very highly-skilled magician, and her magical services are not as
expensive as you might think.

In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""Magical Genius"" faction perk for your
Great Mage."

"Halfall. You might not have heard his name before, but that is your loss. This lord is an ultimate ""Jack of All Trades"",
and he offers his talents to anyone who can afford it.

In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""He Has It All"" faction perk for your Great Mage."
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OS: Windows Vista 64-bit, Windows 7 64-bit
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I cant use the plane but awesome game would rate 2\/10 for the 10 mins i could actually play. It's the only DMC game on PC.
Ain't that enough reason to get it.. Almost didn't buy because of the negative reviews, but (except for one regarding bass) they
are all old and due to a temporary issue that occurred when this pack was first released. Runs fine, great songs.. 3/5 enjoyable
experience

This short (~3 hrs) investigation-adventure is well made and has a quite new mechanic for clues/strash. Character have a strong
personality and their voices are well placed and dubbed. The main character is fun and enjoyable. The whole art is nice, but not
very convincing for me (a bit too sketchy, just my personal taste). Music are fine too, even I think in some places a darker and
gloomier music would be better.

I'm not giving a higher rating because of the shortness of the game and how straightforward this is. There is barely a challenge in
solving the mistery and completing the game. Still it has been a good experience and I'd buy a sequel.. Fun game - graphics and
voice acting were solid with an interesting story that kept my attention.

Sadly though, the controls weren't great (especially the mouse.. yikes) and the interfaces were a bit quirky. It was too easy to get
stuck on a solution because you didn't face an object at a particular angle to get an interaction icon. I also missed some puzzles
that required combining two items where I tried the combining the correct items but eventually realized that it must be done in a
particular order for no apparent reason. There are a few more similarly annoying scenarios, but the gist is that there were enough
quirks that it took away a lot of the enjoyment from the puzzles.

Even with those issues, I still enjoyed playing through despite having to cheat a few times. But I'd give it some serious thought
before purchasing since these kinds of issues will drive some people nuts.. Cool VR game. Def not to fun if you play for longer
than an hour.
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Grey Goo is a new offering from Petroglyph, a company with an impressive RTS pedigree (its members were involved with
classics such as Dune II, Command & Conquer, Universe at War and others). Its premise is a return to the traditional RTS
design philosophy, discarding new trends (many of them result of the search for e-sport status) such as weak defenses, ultra-fast
pace, death-balls, and micro-intensiveness, trends that reward fast twitch reflexes and perfect build orders instead of strategic
acumen.

I believe they have succeeded: if you are tired of these trends (and you can bet I am - Starcraft II was a huge disappointment for
me) and fondly recall old RTS games with epic, long yet relaxed matches over LAN, you'll probably find something to love in
Grey Goo. As it somehow always happens to me with Westwood Games, it took me a bit of time to get used to the game flow
and interface (boy I sucked at the beginning), but once I did I had a blast.

Furthermore, Grey Goo offers an appealing setting, supported by rock-solid audiovisual design (Weta Workshop had part in
conceptual design, for starters). For me, this is one of its greatest strengths. The game offers a more proper "science fiction"
background than your typical PC-game fare (more given to the "science fantasy" genre), with a nice touch of wackiness. I
enjoyed it for its interesting concepts (microscopic wormhole travel via nanotech, Von Neumann probes gone awry, an original
but not quite apocalyptic "grey goo" scenario, humans that are more technologically advanced, aloof and "alien" than the aliens
proper, etc.), for its general "vibe" (an grounded yet optimistic outlook reminiscent of 70s space fantasy, instead of the typical
cynical and nihilistic take of most games), and for its honest story (featuring relatable characters that don't randomly act like
psychopaths for artificial dramatic effect).

The other key strength of the game is the "Goo" faction itself. While Humans and Beta (the other playable factions) have
different mechanics as typical in modern RTS, this creepy faction offers a truly unique experience. For starters, they have no
buildings - as Goo, you have mother masses of formless goo moving around the map eating resources, and growing to perform
mitosis. The formless goo masses that result can be used as units in their own right, or morph into specific forms that fulfill a
more specialized role. It sounds very strange, but once experienced it becomes second nature and a nice respite from the usual
RTS gameflow.

Those were the highlights for me - but for an important general outlook of the game, I'll use a pros vs. cons list:

Pros:
- Three different and interesting factions, including the titular, creepy and original Grey Goo.
- Rock-solid gameplay with traditional design of the Westwood school.
- Excellent graphics and visual design.
- Excellent sound design (background sounds, voice acting, unit sounds and ambiance are all very well done).
- Superb soundtrack courtesy of Frank Klepacki himself (author of dozens of classic game soundtracks - maybe you know him
from Red Alert, Emperor: Battle for Dune, Universe at War or others - if not, you should!).
- An interesting science fiction setting that makes you like the factions.
- A solid campaign with good difficulty, an interesting story, and a lot of well directed, top-notch cutscenes (from now on I'll
keep track of their maker, Axis Animation).
- A terrain editor ships with the game.

Cons:
- The campaign, while satisfying, is a bit short and its mission design could have been more varied (for me Warcraft III: The
Frozen Throne, an otherwise forgettable game, is the gold-standard in this regard).
- The Skirmish and Multiplayer modes are fun but bare bones - it would be nice to have more options, game types and maps to
play around.
- Some users report lower FPS than expected. I cannot verify nor comment since my 8 year old, technically unsupported PC
logically struggles with the game but still manages to have a pretty playable experience (which I'm pretty happy about).

To close, I loved the game as it hit a lot of right stylistic and game design notes for me, so I admit I'm an enthusiastic and biased
(who isn't) reviewer. Nevertheless, I would sincerely recommend it for any RTS fans that enjoy the aforementioned design
philosophy or had their interest piqued by the setting.. This game is great, i really enjoyed all the campaign and playing with
friends. I think it deservers a lot more of love from the Steam Community. I hate that it has very few reviews, it shouldn't go
unnoticed!
The characters are awesome and is full of beatuful jokes!
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The art: Flawless.
If you are doubting, don't! It is very much worth the money :). This soundtrack is suspenseful and beautiful!
I HIGHLY recommend this soundtrack!
Don't forget to check out the game as well!. Reagan: "How can I trust a commie?"
Gorbachev: "How can I trust an actor?"

  Best roasting mechanics 19\/86

It's for sure the best alternate-history Cold War era Hotline Miami-esque game starring Ronald Reagan out there

Getting past the silly part...

The basic plot goes like this: Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev were meeting in Iceland but then got kidnapped by
terrorist extremists and the duo have to team up using their particular set of skills (Reagan gets a katana and lockpicking,
Gorbachev gets a blow dart filled with neurotoxin and hacking)
Besides what I just mentioned there are also a bunch more weapons.. Heard about this game from the MattChat interview. Great
arade style game, perfect to play on a lunch break or whenever you've got 15 minutes free. They really nailed the feel of a late
80s arcade game.

Really love the style and animation, playing with the CRT filter on is a must!. I'll be quick (which, for me, is a rarity). This is a
perfectly fine game - competently designed, handles smoothly, controls like a twin-stick shooter should. It just feels slightly
unambitious, or like Wizbyte got it as far as "solidly functioning" and chose not to go any further. Balance problems pop up
early, with a bit of a "hurry up and wait" flow to the game. The fact that the main enemies have strict pursuit AI means that the
game does not demand the chaotic hand independence of, say, Robotron 2084. There are a few instances of lacking in polish,
too - I run the game in a downscaled resolution, and the bomb count and score multiplier are on top of each other, so I have no
idea what my value for either is.

If you cannot get enough twin-stick shooters, or if you've never played one, you probably won't regret buying this, but it's hard
to recommend when, even in my limited experience, I've played a few others that better capture the essence of this style of
game.
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